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Abstract-It is becoming increasingly challenging for the 

contemporary Internet to satisfy the explosion in networking 

services and applications with their widely diverse and dynamic 

QoS requirements and resource demands. For smarter 

networking management and operations, we hypothesize that 

next generation networks should be endowed with "memory"-like 

(i.e., functionally similar to human memory) capabilities and 

should explicitly manage their resources and services. In this 

paper, we introduce SmartNet, a new memory-enabled 

autonomic network architecture that is scalable, resilient and 

adaptable at runtime. SmartNet's memory, we term NetMem, 

manages data related to multiple networking concerns, namely 

application, communication, and resource concerns. SmartNet's 

NetMem maintains "knowledge" - the fourth networking 

concern in our networking model - in a distributed knowledge 

plane that can be rapidly accessed in a simple and systematic way 

by SmartCells (SmartNet's basic building block) and the services 

they implement. Each SmartCell has intrinsic monitoring, control 

and analysis capabilities and can acquire resources on demand. 

For scalability and to facilitate inter-communications and 

services' support between SmartCells, regions, termed 

CellDomains, may be dynamically formed. CellDomains would 

incorporate favored services or resources. Our simulation results 

demonstrate an improvement in networking operations with our 

memory-enabled network management. 

Keywords-Next Generation Networks; Autonomic 

Management; Knowledge-enabled Management; Network 

Resilience; Biologically-inspired Networking; Cell-Oriented 

Architecture. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Current Internet architecture that has changed the world 

through its seemingly expansive networking functionalities for 
the past few decades, has not considered resilient adaptive 
operations based on autonomic and explicit resource and 
knowledge management [1]. Since inception, the Internet has 
been founded on a layered architecture employing the end-to
end principle and store and forward mechanisms to provide 
best effort service internetworking intelligent end-nodes 
through a dump core of nodes. Recently, many evolutionary 
cross-layer networking enhancements and clean-slate 
architectures have been proposed, for example [2-5]. These 
attempts have presented new design principles for architecting 
the next generation networks, proposed new basic building 
blocks for the architecture, and advocated separating the 
control plane from the data plane. We conjecture the need for 
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network "memory" and a self-managing, "memory" -enabled 
network architecture with explicit resource and knowledge 
management. Such architecture will, by design, enable 
autonomic, resilient, adaptable, and evolvable operations. To 
the best of our knowledge, emerging networking architectures 
have not considered explicit autonomic resource and 
knowledge-enabled network management. In this paper, we 
propose the SmartNet architecture, which comprises 
composable basic building blocks, termed SmartCells, with 
intrinsic monitoring, analysis and control capabilities. 

A SmartCell, as described in more detail shortly, is a 
biologically-inspired autonomous computing and 
communication entity. It is an abstraction of resources that can 
reserve available physical or logical resources on demand and 
can monitor its state and surrounding external context besides 
utilizing shared knowledge from the network "memory" for 
self- and situational-awareness and action. A group of 
SmartCells offering similar services and/or assigned resources 
may dynamically form a domain, a CellDomain. Each 
Cell Domain has a unique identifier, and assigns internal 
addresses and authentication mechanisms for its member 
SmartCells. These domains are self-managed and their 
hierarchical recursive construction would enhance scalability 
and management of resources and services in the network. 

For smarter networking operations and knowledge-based 
management, SmartNet possesses a "memory"; we call 
"NetMem", realized as a distributed knowledge plane (KP). 
That is shared and accessed by communicating entities at 
runtime and on demand. NetMem will inform networking 
operation with relevant networking data, for example protocol 
and service semantics. NetMem maintains data gathered from 
networking entities and experts. These data pertain to the 
primary networking concerns: application, communication and 
resource concerns as defined in [2]. NetMem enables 
communicating entities to store, discover and retrieve relevant 
data on other entities at runtime and on demand to meet 
variations in QoS requirements and occurrences of abrupt 
events such as resource shortages and security threats. 

We are inspired in NetMem's design with human memory 
and related functionalities. Knowledge stored in the SmartCells 
and that in NetMem constitute the "network memory". 
Knowledge-based management (KBM) supports resilience, 
adaptability, and evolvability of network operations. More 
details on SmartNet architecture, KBM, and structure of 
NetMem will be provided in section III. We constructed a 
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simple application scenario for a preliminary evaluation of 
some NetMem-enabled networking operations. We applied a 
rudimentary KBM over a simple sensor network as will be 
discussed in the evaluation section. 

Our contributions III this paper can be summarized as 
follows: 

• Memory-enabled network architecture with 
composable building blocks that are, by design, 
resilient, scalable, adaptable, and evolvable; 

• Architecture for a distributed shared self-managed 
knowledge pool (memory) of large sets of networking 
concerns' data that can be rapidly and efficiently 
accessed; and 

• Enhanced scalability and resilience by elastic (right
sized) explicit resource management and dynamic 
formation of self-managed domains of services and 
resources. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II provides the related work. Section III gives an overview of 
the SmartNet architecture, KBM, and SmartNet's NetMem. 
Section IV presents the evaluation and discusses the obtained 
results. The paper concludes in section V with an outline of 
future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Many proposals are emerging for both clean-slate 

networking architectures (for example, initiatives for future 
Internet by US-NSF FIND, EU FIRE, and AKARI in Japan
ASIA) [6] and evolutionary enhancements to the current 
Internet architecture (such as the proposals for cross-layer 
designs [7]). All of these efforts aim to avoid today's Internet 
limitations such as rigid layering and addressing, ambiguity in 
protocol operation, best effort services, lack of intelligence in 
the network core, and lack of support for delay tolerant 
communications [I]. In addition, these attempts consider novel 
design principles to enhance networking operation for example: 
a) moving away from the rigid layered architecture which 
causes barriers among constituting protocols' operations; b) 
self-* properties in basic building blocks of networking 
architectures; and c) decoupling the control and data planes. 

Some research works introduce interesting innovations such 
as the one by the open networking foundation. That project 
depends on software defined networking technologies like the 
open flow [25] to have networks managed by operators who 
can program these networks via certain devices as routers and 
switches to attain and ensure secure services with a quality of 
service level. 

Some exertions for implementing new networking 
architectures used networking abstractions of Internet as in [7] 
aiming to enhance networking protocol operations and 
interactions. Others used new networking abstractions as our 
work in [2] which proposed a reference model and associated 
biologically-inspired architecture for a federated network. In 
[2], the network is viewed as a complex adaptive and evolvable 
system handling application, communication and resource 
concerns. Cross-cutting federation among communicating 
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entItles provide for cooperative optImIzation and adaptation. 
Bouabene et. at in [3] proposed an autonomic network 
architecture "ANA" with a flexible design by supporting 
functional composition and scaling at runtime. Functional 
composition is based on local view from the nodes; and there is 
no global management for resources and services. Protocol 
operations can adapt according to surrounding environment. 
Authors in [4] proposed principles for a generic autonomic 
network architecture "GANA" whose elements possess 
monitoring capability and some autonomic behaviors such as in 
routing and QoS management. Researchers in [5] provided a 
new architecture for serving future Internet where they aim to 
have a stable, scalable, and secure network architecture. They 
considered the network as inter-process communication 
platform and the target of any connection is to serve an 
application. So, the basic building block is an application 
process. In [8], a clean-slate network architecture was proposed 
to have ubiquitous services in pervasive and ubiquitous 
computing environments. It was designed to have flow oriented 
context -awareness at execution time. Authors in [9] proposed 
MANA where they added control functionalities to meet 
demands of new services and protocols. MANA depends on 
networking services in a non-layer architecture design using 
programmable interfaces that can interact together. The work in 
[10] introduced a cross-layer composition network architecture. 
The traditional networking stack was decomposed into 
functional blocks. Every networking service will be provided 
via a composition of those blocks. 

Some related work has touched on issues related to 
knowledge-based management. Our proposed biologically 
inspired architecture in [2] included intrinsic monitoring and 
regulatory units into its basic building block (network cell). 
Those units can send at runtime recommendations upon 
detection and analysis and/or self-knowledge to the embedded 
execution unit. The proposed ANA architecture with its 
autonomic capabilities in [3] has information dispatch tables 
within nodes where these tables define locations of services 
and protocols in other nodes. In GANA, monitored information 
is stored locally and shared between decision elements inside 
communicating nodes for enhancing autonomic capabilities as 
QoS management and decision making. The author in [11] 
provided concepts to allow efficient network management 
based on distributed information plane and reasoning and 
computation capabilities. But, there were no mechanisms on 
how to implement the information plane and its related tasks as 
information storing, discovery and retrieval. Also, no 
evaluation was provided. The introduced work in [11, 12] 
proposed an idea based on artificial intelligence and cognitive 
techniques to add a distributed KP to the current Internet to be 
self-knowledgeable, self-configuration, self-diagnosing, self
analyzing, and self-managing. There was no management 
facility based on the proposed KP and no evaluation was 
provided. In [l3] authors proposed a non-shared centralized KP 
inside each communicating entity in mobile wireless ad hoc 
networks. That KP helps entities in storing information related 
to protocols of the networking stack and other entities. The 
proposed knowledge system facilitates protocol interactions. 
Also, it requires periodic messages to update information 
registered in communicating nodes; and this causes additional 
communication overhead. Transmission power control aware 



protocols were designed to improve the operation's 
performance. Riggio et. at in [14] proposed a KP for wireless 
mesh networks where communicating nodes can exchange 
information related to services and operating conditions. The 
main objective was to enhance the autonomic management of 
such networks and their adaptation to surrounding 
circumstances. In [15], Shieh et. al proposed a global federated 
KP for Internet where that plane provides trustworthy 
information regarding networking properties that will be used 
by running applications. The proposed KP was implemented 
via a group of servers operated by third parties to support 
security issues (confidentiality and privacy). There are defined 
access control policies which are used for information 
disclosure. 

In all of the above-mentioned works, there are no methods 
for resilient and adaptable operation based on autonomic and 
explicit knowledge and resource management. We propose 
SmartNet to address this gap. 

III. OVERVIEW OF SMARTNET 

SmartNet is a self-managing knowledge-enabled network 
architecture whose components are designed to explicitly 
manage the four networking concerns; namely application, 
communication, resource, and knowledge concerns. SmartNet 
is endowed with "memory", NetMem, realized as distributed 
KP and maintains network concerns' data. NetMem can be 
rapidly accessed in a simple and systematic way by the 
SmartCells, SmartNet's basic building block, and the services 
they implement. NetMem will have to some extent similar 
functionalities to human memory. The shared NetMem 
provides knowledge services to communicating SmartCells 
related to networking concerns such as information about 
running services and their related concerns' data. Each 
SmartCell has autonomic monitoring, analysis, and control 
capabilities based on knowledge it gains by accessing its local 
memory, shared constructed dataset tables in NetMem, and 
runtime observations from surrounding internal/external 
contexts. A SmartCell is an intelligent self-contained 
computational- and decision-capable communication entity 
where it can monitor its states and surrounding external context 
for self- and situational-awareness. Fig. 1 shows the internal 
structure of a SmartCell as inspired by biological cells and our 
network cell deign in [2]. 

As depicted in Fig. I, each SmartCell has its intrinsic 
execution unit (EU), resource unit (RU), and interface unit 
(IU). A SmartCell also incorporates a "memory" or knowledge 
unit (KU). The EU executes the algorithms for the different 
running protocols (e.g. communication protocols). The RU is 
used to acquire and manage the SmartCell's resources. The IU 
is used for transmission/reception of data. At runtime, a 
SmartCell accesses shared NetMem to store/discover/retrieve 
networking data concerns' data of required services and related 
operational parameters. The KU enables self- and situational
awareness, adaptability and evolution capabilities. Controller 
unit (CU) and observer unit (OU) in a SmartCell are used to 
autonomously manage its operation where those units possess 
autonomic monitoring, control and analysis abilities. For 
detected unexpected events such as resource shortages, the 
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SmartCell's embedded autonomic monitoring and management 
facility (represented by the CU and OU) will react accordingly, 
for example by requesting additional storage space or asking a 
neighboring SmartCell to execute required services. 

At runtime, NetMem is built and updated to help in 
improving adaptability and evolvability of SmartNet by having 
accessible records on demand of networking concerns' data 
related to services and resources supported by communicating 
SmartCells. Each recorded and supported service in NetMem 
will have specific application, communication, and resource 
attributes. Decisions taken in managing the internal operation 
of functionalities by each SmartCell will depend on executing 
operations based on the knowledge gained from the internal 
memory and/or NetMem. This mechanism can enhance the 
overall operation performance by observing at runtime any 
changes (e.g. high rate of resource consumption) and by 
utilizing information gathered before in local memory and/or 
NetMem (e.g. knowing an optimized transmission value for an 
application). 

We define a concern-based communication protocol (CCP) 
for internal/external communication of SmartCells. Regions, 
we call CellDomain, may be dynamically formed for groups of 
SmartCells which support specific services and/or have similar 
resource capabilities. Each CellDomain will have its own 
management policies, identifiers, internal addresses and 
authentication mechanisms which will be used for its member 
SmartCells. CellDomains facilitate discovering of required 
resources and services. SmartCells in different CellDomains 
can share services and resources via NetMem. The clustering 
mechanism for the CellDomains and their hierarchical 
recursive construction will facilitate management of SmartCells 
and their exchange of services and resources. 

The following subsections describe the knowledge 
management capability in SmartNet based on a shared 
constructed NetMem, operation resilience in SmartNet, a 
preliminary data representation model which is used for the 
shared NetMem, and a simple networking scenario deployed by 
SmartNet, respectively. 



A. SmartNet Knowledge Management 
SmartCells' local memory is incorporated to enhance self

and situational-awareness and help in autonomously managing 
their operation. Additionally, each SmartCell has the ability to 
store in its local memory its collected networking data which 
include supported services, operational parameters, 
communication protocols, and available resources and their 
specifications. SmartNet's NetMem maintains knowledge about 
networking relevant data, can be shared by communicating 
SmartCells at runtime and on demand. The SmartCells' local 
memory and NetMem enable autonomic knowledge-based 
management (KBM) in SmartNet, for example to establish 
communication paths amongst SmartCells based on required 
services' concerns. Via NetMem, the KBM can get information 
to identify regions (i.e. CellDomains) where services of interest 
are supported. SmartCells use simple and systematic methods 
to register, discover, and retrieve at runtime and on demand 
self- and shared knowledge based on analysis and observation 
of events related to services of interest and external 
environment conditions. In addition, the KBM can aid 
SmartCells in supporting unknown services that have not yet 
established use records. The KBM can predict their use pattern 
by matching their requirements with those of known services 
and related concerns' data in NetMem. For instance, a service is 
required by a SmartCell where that service has not been 
supported before. In addition, no previous history exists for that 
service in NetMem. That service has certain requirements for 
networking concerns (e.g. TCP and AODV protocols as 
communication concerns) and operational parameters (e.g. 
transmission power 2: 20 dBm and noise level < 0.3 dBm). In 
NetMem, SmartCell's KBM facility can look for registered 
services which have similar requirements (i.e. networking 
concerns' data) or match most of the required service's 
demands. Also, KBM can determine CellDomains which can 
support that service. Hence, the KBM can acquire information 
(i.e. concerns and locations of support) which aid in supporting 
services with no previous history and experience. 

1) NetMem construction: 
We construct a NetMem, one logical distributed KP, by 

which SmartCells can share their knowledge, modeled 
information based on networking relevant data, related to three 
networking concerns: application, communication and 
resource. We are inspired in design of NetMem by 
function ali ties of human memory [26] to target capabilities for 
smarter networking operations. Hence, for NetMem's design, 
we consider data virtualization techniques (e.g. in [27]), 
artificial intelligence (AI) mechanisms [28], machine learning 
(ML) algorithms [29], and function-behavior-structural (FBS) 
engineering framework [30,31] to provide capabilities of 
storing/retrieving massive networking data from heterogeneous 
data sources with different levels of details. NetMem consists 
of dataset tables which clarify networking data such as 
provided services, their related concerns' data and operational 
parameters. Those dataset tables comprise two types of 
memory in NetMem, short-term memory (StM) and long-term 
memory (LtM). StM is a working memory based on 
networking data collected from communicating entities. LtM is 
a memory of conceptual/valuable networking data relied on 
reserved data at StM and acquired networking data from 
experts. There will be reasoning algorithms depending on AI 
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and ML algorithms for generating/storing/recalling data 
to/from LtM's tables. NetMem's design and evaluation are part 
of our ongoing work as we will present it in details in our next 
paper. 

Shared knowledge in NetMem will be kept in a way that 
facilitates discovery of required networking data such as 
identifying service requirements and which CellDomain can 
support those services. In addition, maintained data in NetMem 
shows date/timellocation of offered services. SmartCells 
register their supported services in NetMem after they finish 
the operation process for those services. In another meaning, 
each time a SmartCell executes a service; it will update 
NetMem by a new service entry in NetMem's dataset tables. 
Moreover, SmartCells can get information about required 
services in NetMem by searching in entries of dataset tables. 
SmartCells can look for data in the NetMem by using data 
virtualization techniques and multiple search keys such as 
service identifiers, certain services' concerns, and date/time of 
tables' entries. 

To realize NetMem, we use a cloud storage mechanism 
[32]. That mechanism yields big extendible tables to store a 
huge amount of datasets. Cloud storage provides for SmartNet 
an implicit storage at runtime and on demand based on QoS 
and resource requirements of supported services. We design 
extendible tables where networking relevant data (e.g. 
networking concerns' data) can be registered and retrieved 
(these tables are introduced in subsection C). Our dataset tables' 
design is inspired by the work in [16]. There is a capability in 
[16] to store large datasets in big tables based on an open 
source implementation technique for big tables for massive 
scalability defined in HBase [17] and built on top of the Java 
framework Hadoop [18]. 

We propose primarily dataset tables for our NetMem (i.e 
tables in StM and LtM). For StM, we scheme four dataset 
tables which are namely service data structure table (SDST), 
concerns data structure table (CDST), concerns index table 
(CIT), and composite concerns index table (CCIT). SDST 
contains entries for services and their related networking 
concerns (application, communication, resource). Using FBS 
engineering design [30,31], CDST extracts each entry service 
in the SDST where it defines functional, behavioral, and 
structural data per each service's concern. The CIT and CCIT 
clarify in which entries in the SDST, interesting single 
concern's and group of concerns' attributes can be found 
respectively. For LtM in NetMem, we propose class dataset 
tables and appended sub-class (level-I and level-2) dataset 
tables. LtM's tables are relational tables where they maintain 
conceptual networking data, classified based on three 
networking concerns and FBS engineering framework. 

Some previous works have implemented mechanisms for 
storing Internet data and measurement data based on required 
attributes. For example, CAIDA in [19] presented the Internet 
measurement data catalogue (lMDC) as meta-data repositories 
of measurement data to achieve smooth accessibility of that 
data for comparative analysis purposes. IMDC provided 
detailed information about stored data such as its source and 
location and time of its occurrence. Authors in [20] proposed a 
scalable Internet measurement repository (SIMR) to track 



Internet measurements where large databases provide 
information about measurements, tools, users, experiments, and 
datasets. These datasets can be accessed easily to perform on 
them analysis and comparison studies of obtained 
measurements at various contexts and times. Similar to SIMR, 
the MOME work in [21] presented a web-based way for 
repositories of meta-databases independent of services' types. 
Authors of MOME showed the capability to record information 
related to measurement tools and measurement data (as routing 
data and QoS attributes) where there is a public access 
capability, but processes of updating/retrieving entries are 
limited to registered users. 

Our SmartNet knowledge cloud is different from previous 
work where networking concerns' data related to multiple 
services are stored. That data can be accessed autonomously by 
communicating entities (i.e. SmartCells) at runtime and on 
demand to establish communication paths according to 
required services and to mitigate any abrupt events as resource 
shortages. In other words, SmartCells can retrieve services' 
networking concerns whether they have previous experience 
about required services or not. Moreover, SmartCells can know 
at which CellDomains (i.e. locations) and when (i.e. date and 
time) required services were previously supported. Thus, 
SmartCells can have up-to-date information about required 
services and related concerns. 

B. Resilience 
Beside our unique SmartNet's KBM, SmartNet's autonomic 

resource management intrinsically embedded in SmartCells 
enhances network resilience. The intrinsic monitoring facility 
(via the OU) in SmartCells can observe internal states and 
resources besides observing external context (i.e. networking 
environment). OU can detect abrupt and unexpected events 
(e.g. support unfamiliar services and resource shortages). Then, 
the autonomic management facility (via the CU) can react by 
requesting information from local memory and/or SmartNet's 
NetMem and additional resources or asking a neighboring 
networking entity to execute a required service. SmartCells can 
request at runtime and on demand resources and/or services 
from other SmartCells for support. SmartCells can get 
information from their local memory about previously 
supported services and available resources. In addition, 
SmartCells can acquire knowledge from the NetMem 
concerning running services and resource capabilities by other 
SmartCells. SmartNet's NetMem is built and updated at 
runtime to provide accessible information and to help 
SmartCells in improving QoS of supported services, mitigating 
runtime abrupt events, and meeting demands of unfamiliar 
services which might be supported and recorded by other 
SmartCells. 

C. NetMem data representation model 
For large and multiple datasets' tables of StM and LtM in 

SmartNet's NetMem, SmartNet adopts systematic and simple 
ways to represent networking datasets (i.e. networking 
concerns' data of services) in the shared NetMem. SmartCells 
can use those ways easily to for example match required 
networking concerns of a service with others found in datasets. 
Set theory [22] can provide a preliminary solution for data 
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representation for SmartNet. Data representation model will be 
used by SmartCells to help them in accessing needed 
information from datasets. For instance, SmartCells can know 
where (from which CellDomain and which entry in the dataset 
table) they can get their requests due to certain services' 
requirements. Our NetMem data representation model supports 
string, integer, double, and vector values. That model provides 
various sizes of data tuples which have attribute/value pairs. 

We use the following notation to represent networking 
concerns' data and entries in the elementary proposed dataset 
tables in StM: 

• Xa,i : the application concern's attributes of service i. 
(e.g. Xa,i={ {FileTransfer },{PktSize_1024B} n. 

• Xa,FBS,i : FBS data of application concerns per service i. 
(e.g. functional data: file transfer, behavioral data: 
expected data rate at congested environment, structural 
data: data packet format). 

• Xc,i: the communication concern's attributes of service 
i. (e.g. Xc,i={ {AODV},{TCP} n 

• Xc,FBS,i : FBS data of communication concerns per 
service i. (e.g. functional data: routing protocol, 
behavioral data: expected maximum delay at 
congested environment, structural data: routing header 
format). 

• Xr,i: the resource concern's attributes of service i. (e.g. 
Xr,i = { {Tx_20dbm}, {StorageSpace_20GB} }) 

• Xr,FBS,i : FBS data of resource concerns per service i. 
(e.g. functional data: sensing movement vibrations, 
behavioral data: expected data arrival rate, structural 
data: technical specifications for transmission/ 
reception). 

• Si : the set of concerns for a service i from a group of n 
known services. (e.g. Si = { {xa,d, {xc,d, {xr,d }) 

• S: the set of all possible services defined in the SDST 
table. This set will have n elements (i.e. services). 

• IDi : the identifier of service i. (e.g. IDi = {srv _2}) 

• Mi: the concerns pattern of service i that how many 
defined attributes for application, communication, 
resources concerns service i has. (e.g. Mi = {5,3,6} 
and this means that there are 5 application, 3 
communication and 6 resource' attributes 
respectively). 

• F(x): a match function which returns identifier of 
services have similar concern's attributes x of a 
service. This function is executed over SDST/CDST 
tables. This function can be used to build the 
semantics graph (i.e. it clarifies concerns matching 
among known services) and also in a case of no 
previous history about service i. If there is no 
matching, the output will be {<jJ}. 



• F(X,x) : a match function which is executed over the 
CIT table to compare a required networking concern's 
attributes X with another one x registered in the CIT 
table. It returns the entry number in both SDST and 
CDST tables. (e.g. F(X,x) = (Xnx)). The output for 
that function is true in case of matching or false (i.e. 
{ <jJ } ) otherwise. 

• F(Xj .. .xN,XI ... XN): a match function which is executed 
over the CCIT table to compare N multiple required 
networking concerns' attributes {Xd, {X2} ..... {XN} 
with others {x d, {X2} ....... {XN} stored in the CCIT 
table. It returns the entry number in both SDST and 
CDST tables. (e.g. F(XI .. .xN,Xj ... XN) 
(XI nXj),(X2nX2), ......... ,(XNnXN)). The output of the 
function is true or false (i.e. {<jJ}) in each concern's 
section. 

• ESDST.k: the kth entry in the SDST table for a service i. 
e.g. ESDST.k = {{date}, {time},{ src_CellDomain_ID} 
, {desCCeIlDomain_ID} } U{IDd U{Sd U{xa.d 
U {xc.i} U {xr.i} U {F(Xa.i),F(xc.i),F(xr.i)}. 

• ECDST.k: the kth entry in the CDST table for a service i 
which is related with the kth entry in the SDST table. 
e.g. ECDST.k={ {date}, {time}, {src_CeIlDomain_ID}, 
{ desC Cell Domain_ID} } U {Xa.FBS.i} U {Xc.FBS.i} 
U {Xr.FBS.d. 

• ECIT.k : the kth entry in the CIT table for a service i 
which is related to an entry in the SDST table. (e.g. 
ECIT.k = {xa.dor{ Xc.dor{ xr.d)· 

• ECCIT.k: the kth entry in the CCIT table for a service i 
which is related to an entry in the SDST table. (e.g. 
ECCIT,k = {xa,i}U{xc,i}U{xr,i}). 

For any unfamiliar service (i.e. outside the set "S"), if a 
SmartCell knows some/all networking concerns of that service, 
the SmartCell can begin to compare concerns and attributes of 
that service with other known services using match functions as 
F(X,x) and/or F(XI .. .xN,Xj ... XN). By that way, a SmartCell can 
get information about which entries in the SDST table contain 
the required service. Then, it can know CellDomain IDs where 
the required service can be supported. Each known service i 
will have a concerns' pattern Mi that each SmartCell can know 
how many attributes per concern it should extract. 

We have the following notation for networking concerns' 
data and related entries of the proposed big tables in LtM 
memory: 

• A {AI ,A2,A3, . . . . . .  ,Am}; the itemset of the 
application concern which are found in sets of class 
table of that concern. Each item in the set represents 
an application concern (e.g. AI=FileTransfer). 

• C {C],C2,C3, . . . . . .  ,Cn}; the itemset of the 
communication concern which are found in sets of 
class table of that concern. Each item in the set 
represents a communication concern (e.g. CI=TCP 
transport protocol). 
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• R = {Rj,R2,R3, . . . . . .  ,Rq}; the itemset of the resource 
concern which are found in sets of class table of that 
concern. Each item in the set represents a resource 
concern (e.g. RI=wireless network interface card). 

• S = {a, c, r} where a � A, c � C, r � R; the service 
itemset which comprises itemsets of application, 
communication, and resource concerns and their 
related items. 

• Concern item; it is a networking concern which may 
be application or communication or resource concern; 
and it relates to a specific networking operation 
and/or flow. 

• Table ID; table identifier which entitles class and 
sub-class tables to make differentiation between them 
in their sets. 

• Concern ID; the binary code which differentiate the 
various networking concerns where application 
concern ID = {Ol}, communication concern ID = 
{ 10}, resource concern ID = {II}; 

• CcnCode ={ConcernID, TablelD, ColumnNumber}; 
the numeric code set to represent entries of sub-class 
tables. 

• FConcernltem; data which represents functions of a 
concern item. It is an entry in sub-class level-2 tables. 

• BConcemItem; data which represents behavior (e.g. 
measurements) of a concern item. It is an entry in 
sub-class level-2 tables. 

• SConcernltem; data which represents structure (e.g. 
syntax and code) of a concern item. It is an entry in 
sub-class level-2 tables. 

• EClass.ID.k= the kth entry in the class table of identifier 
ID. e.g. EClass.ID.k={ concernltem_l, 
concernltem_2, . . . . . .  , concernltem_n}. 

• ESubClass_ l ,ConcernID,ID,k= the kth entry in the sub-class 
level-l table of identifier ID for ConcernlD. 
e.g. ESubClass_I.ConcemID.ID.k = {CcnCode_l, 
CcnCode_2, . . . . . .  , CcnCode_m}. 

• ESubClass_2.ConcemID.ID.k= the kth entry in the sub-class 
level-2 table of identifier ID for ConcernlD. 
e.g. ESubClass_2.ConcernID.ID.k = {FConcernltem

, BConcemItem 
SConcemltem

} . 

D. Running of Networking Functionalities by SmartNet 
Fig. 2 shows simple example for a networking operation by 

SmartNet to support a service X with specific networking 
concerns. Two different authorized SmartCells in different 
CellDomains establish a communication path for performing 
the required service X (e.g. file transfer). The connection is 
done throughout intermediate SmartCells in same/other 
CellDomains. These SmartCells will be involved in the 
established path depending on their capabilities to fulfill 
requirements of that service where its concerns can be retrieved 
from NetMem. The following steps reveal how the 
communication channel is initiated by the source SmartCell 
(SC): 

1. Authentication and check for rights of service access 
are performed within related CellDomains. (each SC 
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Figure 2. Knowledge-based Management by SmartNet 

has to be belonged to a CeIlDomain). 
2. Each SC gets an internal port ID (dynamically 

assigned by the local CU) and gets an internal address 
(known only within the CeIlDomain). 

3. Throughout self-knowledge and/or shared NetMem, 
the required service name (i.e. X) is determined 
beside its associated networking concerns' aspects. 

4. Source SC will check for available internal resources 
to meet required QoS demands. 

5. Source SC sends a request to the destination SC to 
serve and operate the required service. 

6. Destination SC will check for applicability of serving 
that application based on local knowledge and 
resources. It may ask for support from neighboring 
SCs within their related CellDomains. 

7. Once the requester SC gets positive feedback 
response, it will allocate sufficient resources and it 
begins to operate soft-state data transfer protocols for 
sending the required file. 

8. Relaying and multiplexing services can be used if the 
requester SC can not catch the destination SC 
directly. As depicted in Fig. 2, two SCs in 
CellDomain B and C support the communication 
path. 

9. Inside each SC, the intrinsic monitoring capability is 
run where internal states, resources, and other 
interesting external phenomena and neighboring SCs' 
behavior can be observed. 

10. SCs involved in the communication path will recur to 
its knowledge system to implement any experience 
they have before which it may enhance the operation. 

11. Requests for additional resources and/or support for 
the required service can be sent to neighboring SCs 
via using the CCP protocol or accessing NetMem 
(plane of knowledge services). 

12. Once the service is accomplished, the connection is 
terminated (loosely-coupled mechanism) and 
resources are de-allocated and reports of interesting 
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parameters as packet loss and throughput are 
generated. The local memory will be updated with 
information about neighboring SCs, supported 
services, and interesting and measured QoS metrics. 

IV. EVALUATION 
We used JSim [23, 24]; a discrete time - event component

based simulator based on autonomous component architecture. 
The behavior of JSim components are defined in terms of 
contracts. Those components can be plugged to the JSim 
during the execution process. We refer the reader to [24] for 
more documentation on JSim. We implemented a networking 
scenario for a simple sensor network with six sensor nodes to 
detect signals generated from four target nodes. A sink node 
gathers readings from the sensor nodes according to their 
detection. We applied that layout for three cases. First two 
cases are networking operation without and with database 
capability (i.e. shared NetMem) respectively. The third case is 
with a shared database and suppression effect by the sink for 
no-interest sensors. Table I shows simulation parameters. In 
cases of a shared database, the sink and sensors can access 
NetMem to store their services with date/time stamps and 
retrieve any required information at runtime and on demand. 

At bootstrapping phase, sensors register themselves in 
Cell Domains according to services they support. Also, sensors 
provide performance and QoS related information as which 
target nodes they support and with what (signal-to-noise ratios) 
SNRs they detect signals. The sink can decide from which 
sensor it will receive sensor packets. The decision making by 
the sink node may depend on defined selection criteria as target 
nodes' identifiers and SNR values of detected signals. In 
addition, the sink can request some sensors that it is not 
interested in their packets to stop sending more packets. Hence, 
the sink could minimize its resource consumption and decrease 
the noise and contention levels in the intermediate wireless 
channels. We addressed the average collected SNR by the sink, 
the number of processed packets by the sink, average 
processing time at the sink, and average throughput and queue 

Network 
Parameters 

Communication 
Parameters 

System 
Parameters 

TABLE! 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameter 

No. of Nodes 
Simulation Area 

Target (BcastRate, 
SampleRate) 

Propagation Model 
Transmission Range 

Sending Rate (av. 
Arrival rate) 

Routing Protocol 
MAC Protocol 

Random Number 
Generator 

Mean 
Standard Deviation 

Traffic Model 
Packet Size 
Queue Type 

Queue Capacity 
Simulation Time 

Value 

6 sensors,4 targets, one sink 
600x500 m2 

(a signal every 20 sec, 
1.0Hz) 

Free Space Model 
250 m 

48 Mbps 

AODV 
IEEE 802. 1 1  

Gaussian Distribution 
(random seeds) 

0. 1 
0.5 

Poisson 
5 1 2  Bytes 

FIFO 
40 packets 

550 seconds 
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size of the sink. Our preliminary results are shown in Fig. 3, 
Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 which reflect in approximately 
all cases better values in case of operation with shared database 
(i.e. NetMem) and suppression. Obtained results within the 
same scenario are calculated with confidence interval 95% 
using t-distribution. 

Fig. 3 shows the number of packets processed by the sink. 
In the case of no database, there are more packets due to 
replication of packets sent from all sensors upon detection. 
Also, the case of database with suppression generated more 
packets than the case of database and this is because packets 
from no-interest sensors are stopped. Hence, lower contention 
level can be obtained at the sink and the packet loss will be 
decreased. Fig. 4 shows that the sink could collect, in cases 
with database, higher average SNR values than in the case 
without database. These enhanced results are due to the ability 
of the sink to know from the shared NetMem which sensors 
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can detect signals with higher SNRs from target nodes. 

According to the runtime access of the shared NetMem by 
the sink to investigate which sensor nodes efficiently detect 
signals (i.e. higher SNR) from targets, the cases with database 
have long processing time as shown in Fig. 5. The case with 
suppression enhances the result compared with the case with 
database as the number of packets received and processed by 
the sink decreases. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 reveal the average queue 
size and throughput of the sink node respectively. The obtained 
results in cases of with/without database are approximately the 
same as the sink node actually receives same number of 
packets in both cases but it processes packets from sensors of 
interest only in the case with database. But, when the sink 
requests no-interest sensors not to send more data packets, it 
could achieve better throughput and it made best use of its 
queue where the queue size has approximately one packet 
along the simulation time. The results show a conclusion that 
the efficiency is improved in cases with database. Moreover, 
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there is capability of scalable operation where sensors, which 
can support different services, join the network at runtime once 
they register themselves to a CellDomain according to their 
provided services. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The current Internet and many of the recently proposed 
network architectures did not consider network memory or 
explicit autonomic resource management to meet the 
requirements of the ever-growing number of highly dynamic 
services with widely varying emergent QoS and resource 
demands. In this paper, we proposed SmartNet, a self
managing network architecture that is scalable, adaptable, 
resilient, and evolvable. We synthesized SmartCells, 
SmartNet's basic building blocks, as composable autonomous 
components with intrinsic monitoring, analysis, and control 
capabilities. Each SmartCell is endowed with internal memory 
to support self and situational awareness of internal/external 
contexts and supported services. For smarter networking 
operation and management, we endowed SmartNet with 
"memory" realized as a distributed knowledge plane. Our 
proposed NetMem is inspired by human memory and can be 
accessed at runtime and on demand by communicating entities 
to store/discover/retrieve networking data relevant to the three 
networking concerns: application, communication and 
resource. Hence, the shared NetMem aids in enhancing 
networking operation resilience and adaptation by better 
informing network operations. Preliminary simulation results 
showed an improvement in the case of NetMem-enabled 
operations than the contemporary network architecture without 
memory. The obtained results revealed improvements in the 
average number of processed packets, collected SNR, 
throughput and queue size. 

Our ongoing work explores: 1) NetMem's design and 
evolution capabilities; 2) Efficient lightweight methods for 
storing and retrieving information, and extracting and 
managing knowledge in the shared NetMem; 3) Predictive 
networking protocols to support unfamiliar services that have 
not been served previously; and 4) Effective on-line query and 
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support techniques to autonomically resolve resource and 
capability shortages that might occur at some communicating 
entities. 
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